The Anchor Society

The Anchor Society recognizes United Way of Rhode Island’s most loyal donors whose investment in our community’s future makes significant and long-lasting change in people’s lives. Through their planned gift, Anchor Society members make an impact that will be felt during their lifetimes and for many years to come.
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Mary & Tom Gilbane
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Jonathan W. & Cornelia K. Hall
Frederick Jackson
Lucille L. Lalumiere*
David McCahan, Jr.
Robert McManus*
Carol A. Peterson
Jean H. Scott*
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Dennis E. Stark
Susan & Alec Taylor
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Thomas & Sharon Veronneau Charitable Trust
Donald & Crystal Way
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Other Funding Partners: Trusts and Foundations

KEY COMMUNITY UNDERWRITERS
$2,000,000 or more
Rhode Island Charities Trust, a fund of The Rhode Island Foundation

COMMUNITY PHILANTHROPISTS
$100,000 – $300,000
Walter L. and Edna N. Davol Fund
Metcalf Foundation

COMMUNITY BENEFAC TORS
$40,000 – $99,999
Virginia T. Madeira Fund
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

COMMUNITY INVESTORS
$10,000 – $39,999
Boss Family Fund For Literacy
Emily G. F. Nicholson Charitable Trust
Katherine F. Hubbard & Josephine H. Williams Fund
Mary Yonker Memorial Fund
Julius & Jesse Richmond Palmer Fund
Reynolds Charitable Trust
Robert G. Mirman Trust
R.C. Thompson Jr. Fund
Henry & Peggy Sharpe Fund

COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS
$500 – $9,999
Appleby Charitable Trust
The Herbert E. Sackett Charitable Trust
Alperin/Hirsch Family Foundation
Arthur & Martha Milot Fund
Blackall Fund
David McCahan, Jr. & Nancy McCahan Fund
Edna N. Davol Fund
Emma & Ely Oppenheimer Fund
Emma L. Myrick Memorial Fund
Genevieve C. Weeks Fund

George & Evelyn Ingleby Fund
George & Naomi Sawyer
Henry P. & Priscilla B. Eldredge Fund
John M. and Mary S. Wall
Paul D. Lynch Scholarship Fund
Victor & Gussie Baxt Fund
Naomi & Viola Osterman Fund
Peter & Sunny Toulmin Fund
Rhode Island Foundation
The Ruth & Samuel Markoff Foundation

Webb Moscovitch Family Fund
William H. Heisler III Fund
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